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The exciting quest adventures featuring modern-day demigods and ancient monsters that Rick
Riordan introduced in the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series are far from finished.
Memorable characters (including Percy himself), witty dialogue, and non-stop action abound in
this second Olympian series, which spans the United States, Europe, and even the underworld.
Now all five books in the Heroes of Olympus series are available in a paperback boxed set of
heroic proportions. FromThe Lost Heroto The Blood of Olympus, this collection will thrill loyal
fans and be a go-to gift for readers new to the internationally best-selling series. Includes a
stunning poster of the seven Greek and Roman demigods who form the Prophecy of Seven.

PRAISE FOR THE MARK OF ATHENA"With a true storyteller's sense of pacing, Riordan
creates another compelling adventure, right down to the cliff-hanger at the end. Stay tuned for
volume four."--BooklistPRAISE FOR THE HOUSE OF HADES"Fans won't be disappointed as
the cliff-hanger ending from the previous book, The Mark of Athena, leads to further exciting
adventures by the intrepid demigods. . . As Annabeth and Percy struggle to survive Tantarus's
poisonous atmosphere and creatures, the other demigods must undergo harsh trials. . . but they
learn and grow mentally and physically from their experiences. The heroes realize that they
cannot change their parentage but they can control their legacy. Fans will be thrilled to know the
series continues with The Blood of Olympus in 2014."--School Library JournalPRAISE FOR
THE BLOOD OF OLYMPUS"The satisfyingly cataclysmic showdowns yield to peaceful
resolution at last; here's hoping it holds this time."--Kirkus ReviewsAbout the AuthorRick
Riordan, dubbed "Storyteller of the Gods" by Publishers Weekly, is the author of three #1 New
York Times best-selling middle grade series with millions of copies sold throughout the world:
Percy Jackson and the Olympians, based on Greek mythology the Kane Chronicles, based on
Ancient Egyptian mythology and the Heroes of Olympus, based on Greek and Roman
mythology. Rick collaborated with illustrator John Rocco on two best-selling collections of Greek
myths for the whole family: Percy Jackson's Greek Gods and Percy Jackson's Greek Heroes.
The first book in his Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard trilogy based on Norse mythology,
The Sword of Summer, also debuted at #1 on the New York Times list. Rick lives in Boston,
Massachusetts with his wife and two sons. Follow him on Twitter at @camphalfblood.
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The Lost Hero (Heroes of Olympus, Book 1) The Son of Neptune (Heroes of Olympus, Book 2)
Percy Jackson and the Olympians Hardcover Boxed Set The Heroes of Olympus Paperback 3-
Book Boxed Set



mileyy, “It’s so cute. Okay I literally got the books yesterday but I already know they’re gonna be
great!! I love how the series is so colorful and I’m going to be real and authentic and say that I
bought the hardcovers because the paperback covers were not the most appealing. I also just
haven’t bought a hardcover in over a year and I needed to just buy the whole hardcover set
because it was gorgeous and it came with a box!! Anyways, Rick Riordan will forever be the only
male author I read and he can respectfully take all my money. I hope it was worth it ”

Yasmin, “Overveiw.. Expect the box that holds the books to have a tare since not many people
handle a light weighted package carefully. It probably won't be torn, but it might come that way.
The books are in great shape if bought new, but if you're buying them used, I can't help you
there. All the pages inside are fine, but if you have a smeared page, please send them back and
request a refund or a new set. I suggest you check all books when they first arrive in case of
something like this. Though the price isn't pretty, the words inside the books are, so if you want to
be on another adventure, these will be good for you.”

MAGIC GIFT BOUTIQUE, “Books are in good condition. Fun story with lovable characters.. If
you like Rick Riordan's work and Percy Jackson, you must read this.”

Glenda Sullivan, “Arrived on time in good condition. This purchase arrived as promised in good
shape”

Juliana, “The covers are a bit damaged but nothing mayor!!.
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Arrived very fast, 1-2 weeks. The covers are a bit damaged but nothing mayor. All the pages
are complete.Great product! Thank you!”
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To start off, I want to say how happy I am with the fast delivery and that I'm glad the package
was not used as a punching-sack (as in treated badly and thrown around)As for the 10%... The
second book in the series (The Son of Neptune) had gotten badly treated (which was weird
since all of the other books were in good condition). This can be seen in the video and the
photos. The hardcover has somehow gotten "pushed" upwards in some kind of way (nothing
inside which could've done it, and no scratches on the outside of the box indicating that it was
from the outside, so it has to be when the book was alone). Since it has been pushed this way,
the paper-cover has gotten holes.It's not the worst that could've happened, and I don't see any
reason to send the package back when It's just one out of 5 books with a small
"injury".Otherwise I'm happy, and can't wait to start reading the books!”

Ray T, “An overall great purchase - one small flaw. About a year ago, I bought a hardcover copy
of this series, The Heroes of Olympus, so I would be able to easily reread favorite parts of the
books and loan them to friends. This being one of my favorite series, I wanted to buy my own
copy of the books that would last me a long time. I had never bought books off Amazon, so I
was naturally a bit worried, but when my order came in the mail I knew I had made the right
decision. This book series was a great purchase because of its reasonable price, durable
hardcovers, and beautiful cover art. To elaborate, these books were extremely well-priced,
especially in comparison to the Barnes and Noble version of the exact same product. While
these books were $57.98 off Amazon, Barnes and Noble sells them for $99.95, making this
purchase on Amazon almost 50% cheaper than at Barnes and Noble. Likewise, when
researching other sites from which to buy the series, I found that Amazon remained the
cheapest; for example, Book Depository sells the books for $81.64. Nevertheless, in terms of
these books, cheaper price certainly didn't entail cheaper quality. The books are hardcover



editions and after the year that I’ve had them (filled with travel and many rereads), they are still in
great condition due to long-term durability. Additionally, the beautiful cover art for these books
are also immense positives; as a reader and artist, this product brought the stories to life in a
perfect balance of pictures and words. The books are fantastic aesthetic additions to my
bookshelf. However, with all of these positive aspects in mind, I did notice a flaw in one of the
five books; some of the pages had ugly, cut, raw edges. I was immediately concerned and
checked the other books for the same issue. Fortunately, the problem only occurred in one book
and although I was considerably upset, I ultimately decided that I could make my peace with this
relatively minor product flaw. Overall, this was without a doubt an excellent, unregrettable
purchase; receiving these reasonably priced, beautiful, great quality books would surely make
any reader very happy.”

ROSE, “A fun way of educating children on Greek Mythology. My 11 year old son loves all the
percy jackson series. It has taught him so much about greek mythology which they don't seem
to teach anymore in school. These books have my son eager to read more, he has read the last
collection and they are just as good as this collection. There are still more books to buy which I
will definitely be buying but I do hope the author doesn't stop writing them. My 9 year old has
just started reading the first series and he loves them too.”

S7, “Excellent box set and series of books - highly recommended. Really nice box set of books -
Rick Riordan has written another fantastic set of books. I wont go into the story, but they are a
must read, if you are a Percy Jackson fan. Plenty of action and adventure and humour.THe box
and books are very well rpresented, and worth the money as a box set, rather than getting them
individually.Highly recommended.”

Tony617, “Damaged in transit. Bought as an Xmas present for a delighted daughter. But sadly
the box case was split open, presumably something very heavy was dropped on the parcel
whilst in transit from the USA to Ireland. The books themselves had no obvious damage, so I
didn't return to avoid being present-less on the big day.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I absolutely loved the Percy Jackson series when I read it so .... I
absolutely loved the Percy Jackson series when I read it so was really excited for this one and
was not disappointed. Yet again Rick Riordan manages to take us into a world of magic and
mythology in a way that makes you believe I could be real. Although I enjoyed being introduced
to new characters was happy to Percy & the gang make and appearance later on. Would
recommend this series even if you haven't read the Percy Jackson books still a brilliant series.”

Katherine Ticha, “uncle rick is killing it. I thought it ended up with greek heroes. nope. it gets even
more complicated. of course i loved every book of this series and every dam joke, lol, get it? the
art poster is beautiful i just wish it were bigger”



The book by Rick Riordan has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 4,414 people have provided feedback.
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